PACS scan processing with Scanamorphos
Hélène Roussel (IAP)	
  
inputs: level-1 data processed with HIPE
(flux-calibrated brightness time series,
with attached sky coordinates)
output: signal, error, weight and drift maps
main functionalities:
− subtraction of instrumental brightness drifts
and flux-calibration offsets
− second-level deglitching and jump masking
− projection on a user-specified spatial grid

generalities	
  
public software (licensing: GNU GPL)
requires IDL + installation of the IDL Astronomy User’s Library
same algorithm for PACS and SPIRE
processing fully automated: requires no user decision
(except to select the options)
output: standard fits cube
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basic principles	
  
Scanamorphos does not rely on any noise model nor filtering:
it exploits the redundancy to derive the drifts from the data
(each spot visited by several bolometers at multiple times).
main sources of noise in Herschel scan data:
− high-frequency noise:
white noise, discretization noise, glitches
− instrumental drifts, i.e. low-frequency noise:
* thermal drift (strongly correlated among bolometers)
* flicker noise (uncorrelated)
different decomposition of the drifts for Scanamorphos:
* average drift (the same time series for all bolometers)
* individual drifts (uncorrelated)

main steps	
  
1− computation of space and time grids adapted to the problem
2− computation of high-frequency noise levels
(to serve as noise normalization + thresholds)	
  
	
 
(#) 3− subtraction of long-timescale drifts
(*)

(*)

4− subtraction of short-timescale drifts (tc < scan leg duration)
5− projection of signal, error, drift and weight maps
on user-specified grid
deglitching done within several modules
(#) optionally with masking of jumps (brightness discontinuities)
(*)
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long-timescale drifts	
  
in the form of linear baselines, covering:
− flux-calibration offsets
− major part of average drift
− small part of individual drifts
subtracted in two steps, each with several iterations:
− preliminary simple fits (not physical):
fits of: signal = f(t)
average signal on whole scans, then indiv. bolo. on scan legs
− corrections using the redundancy, by a destriping module:
fits of: (recorded signal – signal simulated from map) = f(t)
(requiring the signal from all bolometers and all scans
to be consistent, to first order)
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long-timescale drifts (continued)	
  
The strategy is not the same for all types of fields:
the aim is to preserve real brightness gradients.
a) fields with a flat background:
one free fit per scan leg for each bolometer
b) fields with extended emission throughout the map:
fits on scan legs constrained: bolometer-average slope = 0
c) very bright and complex fields (dedicated /galactic option):
simple fits: only one offset per scan for each bolometer
(order 0 instead of order 1)
destriping: additional steps wrt general case:
first on scans, then blocks of 10 scan legs, then each scan leg	
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long-timescale drifts (technicalities)	
  
The linear fits are robust least absolute-deviation fits:
− iteratively excluding deviant samples
− using a source mask (transferred to the time domain)
distinction between cases a) and b) made automatically:
based on fraction of pixels above a given threshold
located within the central part of the map	
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long-timescale drifts (continued)	
  
effect on complex fields (with /galactic option):

raw data	
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long-timescale drifts (continued)	
  
effect on complex fields (with /galactic option):

after subtraction
of unconstrained
baselines
(offsets)	
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long-timescale drifts (continued)	
  
effect on complex fields (with /galactic option):

after destriping
(constrained
linear baselines)	
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detection and masking of jumps	
  
/jumps_pacs option forces interactivity to confirm each detection
(not usable jointly with /galactic)
two jump types:
− electronic instabilities
(most unstable bolometers systematically masked,
but random bolometers can also go unstable for a time)
− discontinuities caused by glitches
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short-timescale drifts: underlying assumptions	
  
recorded signal R = time-invariant sky emission S
+ additive drifts D
(low-f noise)
+ white noise + glitches (high-f noise)
R(t, bi) = S(p) + Daver(t) + Dindiv(t, bi) + HF(t, bi)
variables: time t , bolometers bi , pixels p

assumption about the drifts: minimum timescale tc
−> definition of a stability length ls ≤ tc × vscan
requirement: enough statistics within ls to compute drifts
Nsamples (ls) = ls / vscan × fsampling ≥ 6
ls = k × FWHM

(PACS nominal: k = 2.5, 2.0, 1.5 at 70, 100, 160 µm)
corresponding timescales: tc = 0.7 s, 0.7 s, 0.9 s
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computation grids	
  
1) coarse spatial grid for the drifts: pixels of size ls
drifts and sky both assumed stable within ls
−> sources protected by explicit exclusion mechanism
(dispersions compared with high-f noise thresholds)
to better sample the drifts: two grids offset by ls/2 in each direction

2) finer spatial grid for intermediate maps: pixels of size FWHM/2
3) coarse time grid for the drifts: time step ≥ tc
4) brightness normalization: white noise amplitude W
convergence criterion: drifts amplitude < W
note: blue array in parallel mode −> fsampling = 5 Hz instead of 10 Hz
−> ls doubled
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protection of sources	
  
decision tree for each coarse pixel p:
− samples corrected for pointing differences within p
using the current map (if variations not dominated by noise)
− samples arranged in distinct bolometer crossings
− mean and dispersion computed for each crossing
case 1: less than 70 to 80% of crossings have a dispersion
smaller than high-f noise threshold
−> p contains sources or steep gradients
−> data not used for drifts computation
case 2: p contains uniform emission
data suitable for drifts computation
−> only crossings with high dispersion (glitches) discarded
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short-timescale drifts: workings	
  
average drift: differences between pairs of bolometer crossings
Δ(t1, t2) = R(t1, bi) – R(t2, bj)
= S(p) – S(p) + Daver(t1) – Daver(t2) +Dindiv(t1, bi) – Dindiv(t2, bj)
Δ(t1, t2) terms coadded for all pairs (bi, bj) and all pixels p
−> coadded terms reduce to Daver(t1) – Daver(t2)
if enough redundancy (Dindiv terms uncorrelated)
individual drifts: differences between each bolometer crossing
and average of all crossings
δ(t, bi) = R(t, bi) – 1/N Σ k=1,...N R(tk, bk)
= S(p) – S(p) + Daver(t) + Dindiv(t, bi) – 1/N Σ (Daver(tk) + Dindiv(tk, bk))
δ(t, bi) reduces to Dindiv(t, bi) by same token as above
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short-timescale drifts: corrections	
  
t2	
  

matrix of coadded Δ(t1, t2) terms:
t2 > t1 : Daver(t1) – Daver(t2)
mirror term below diagnonal:
associated weights
matrix scanned until convergence
−> Daver(t) + spurious periodic
component
(period of spatial coordinates)
t1	
  
excess drift removed by mapping the drift scan by scan
and extracting the common (smoothly varying) part	
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short-timescale drifts: illustration	
  
obvious source of non-linear drifts: PCAL flash transients
average drift subtraction can mitigate them:
after baseline subtraction:	
  

after average drift subtraction:	
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final projection	
  
use of a simplified projection matrix:
each bolometer (array pixel) replaced with axisymmetric imprint
(no noticeable effect on the photometry)
signal map: samples weighted by 1/σ2
error map:
statistical error on the mean computed from weighted variance
−> elevated values at locations of compact sources and glitches
drift map: projection of subtracted drifts (also weighted)
weight map
if nscans < 4: "cleaned map" (to allow easy spotting of artefacts)18	
  

in practice	
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tree structure	
  
formatting routines (HIPE-Scanamorphos interface):
/path_install/SCANAMORPHOS/pro_format_input/!

processing and visualization routines:
/path_install/SCANAMORPHOS/pro_scanamorphos/!

examples scripts and input ascii files (examples from paper):
/path_install/SCANAMORPHOS/examples/!

All the information you need (read carefully !) :
README (installation and usage instructions + options list)
CHANGES (summary of changes in successive versions)
examples/README_PACS (usage instructions + examples)
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formatting of input data	
  
level-1 frames (1 fits file per obsid)
convertL1ToScanam.py (in examples/)	
  
level-1 data with formatted masks
(Badpixels, Nonscience, Saturation,

Glitchmask)

convert_hcssfits_pacs.pro (in pro_format_input/)
with /advanced_masks option	
  

input IDL structures (1 .xdr file per scan)
(non-nominal frames and slews between scans discarded)
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ordering of input scans	
  
input scans must alternate their orientation on the sky
SPIRE standard cross-scan observations:
scan a – scan b – scan a – scan b – ...
−> same ordering of input data
adopted for PACS
example: nominal observation
with 4 obsids and 2 scans per obsid
obsid1_scan1!
obsid3_scan1!
obsid1_scan2!
obsid3_scan2!
obsid2_scan1!
obsid4_scan1!
obsid2_scan2!
obsid4_scan2!

scan a	
  

scan b	
  

typically for PACS : n × scan a, then n × scan b
−> obsids 1 and 2 in orientation "a"
obsids 3 and 4 in orientation "b"	
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options	
  
mandatory for PACS:
/pacs, nobs = n (n : number of distinct obsids)
(to take into account PCAL flash transient at the start of each obsid)

degree of interactivity:
1) command-line input:
− no visualization
− /visu : shows the result of each intermediate step
− /debug : shows more plots (may be hard to interpret)
2) batch mode: run pro_format_input/batch_process.pro!
informative options:
/version : prints version number
/vis_traject : allows to check orientation and trail of each scan
(successive input scans have to alternate orientation)	
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options (continued)	
  
processing options:
/parallel : for observations in PACS-SPIRE parallel mode
/galactic : to preserve sky gradients in very bright fields
/minimap : for observations in "mini-scan map" mode
/nocross : for a single scan or non-overlapping scans
/jumps_pacs : to detect and mask brightness discontinuities
/nothermal : to skip short-timescale average drift subtraction
/noglitch : to skip glitch masking
nblocks = nbl : to force slicing of field into nbl sub-fields
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options (continued)	
  
astrometry and output format:
orientation of output map : either astronomical (N up – E left)
or scan-parallel (to work with PRFs or for elongated fields)
pixel size : free (FWHM/4 by default)
/frame_fromallscans : useful if two or more epochs combined
(to determine spatial frame from all scans, not just first 2)
hdr_ref = hdr : to use reference header for output map
/one_plane_fits : to produce separate fits for each plane
instead of fits cube (for very large maps)
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download, documentation, reference:	
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